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It’s damn cold in
them thar hills

Preparing for winter

Log cradle
I built a log cradle that sits undercover on the verandah. This is 

usually the first stop for firewood entering the house, where split 
logs are allowed to air dry before being brought inside for further 
drying and burning.

In my scrap collection was a pair of steel tubular rings, about 
4mm thick, 65mm wide and 900mm in diameter. First problem, 
how to hold them together/apart while welding? Make some 
strong jigs! Two separate frames for top and bottom were 

It’s my long experience of obtaining wood from a dead tree, 
whether from a firewood seller or from your own property, 
that often the wood is still not fit to burn efficiently. The 
reality is that though standing, the dead tree still has water 
locked into the inner pores, which can only be released by 
first cutting the tree into firewood rounds and then splitting 
them to open to the air. When hitting with the back of the 
axe, if a thud is heard it’s still green, if it rings then it’s ready 
to burn in your wood heater.

Handy hints...
Stefan Nechwatal always has projects on the go, many of which relate to building, engineering and landscaping. He believes 
that an owner builder is, by necessity, a master of many talents.

BY STEFAN NECHWATAL
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Drying box
With so much wood available, here is a trick I use to get split 

firewood ready to burn in two to three days by airing it in front 
of my Ned Kelly wood heater.

I made a simple box from 5mm thick household mesh, 
available in handy sheets from hardware stores, held together 
with fencing ring clips. The split firewood spends a few days in 
this box in front of the heater, where it gets warmed up and dries 
out quickly and safely. After three days it has fully opened up 
and it’s like it has been in an oven.

The wood is then moved to the wrought iron decorative rack 
nearby, ready for burning. To the left is a strong box made from 
plywood offcuts and on wheels, this is storage for kindling, etc.

Ned Kelly heaters have been manufactured by Daylesford 
Engineering, to Australian specifications for safety and efficiency, 
for more than 30 years. The heater is well designed, with a 
rotating three-speed barrel fan at the rear that channels hot air 
through external baffle heat shields to the front.

screwed together using offcuts of pine ex-wall studs. The rings 
were placed in these ‘boxes’ and confined by pieces of 70x19mm 
pine to hold them secure. I had decided to make the steel rings 
capable of holding firewood lengths of 340mms and greater, so 
the total width was 300mms and four sections of steel angle 
300mms long were welded at measured intervals to hold the 
two rings together.

When making furniture the design aspect is important, to 
create lightness and movement or at least something that the 
eye can explore with pleasure. The work needed strong legs, but 
not overbearingly heavy looking. I played with various pairs of 
steel legs and decided to make my own instead. A round steel 
wheel was cut into three sections, equally and two of these 
became the end supports. The finished firewood holder has the 
appearance of being a spring and, in fact, it does move lightly 
when pushed, as the two lower bands create a suspension.

As this unit is to remain on the verandah, it was not finished 
off as it might have been as an indoor piece.
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This page: Vintage truck bumperettes were added to a cut down gas 
bottle with a sturdy flat frame. A ramp on one side aids with log 
loading, before securing with a chain.
Opposite page: A reinforced front bumper for the farm workhorse. 
A substantial base plate allows for splitting of larger logs.

Skideroo
Of course, before I can cut, split and dry the timber, I need to 

harvest it. The ‘Skideroo’ is my newly invented fabrication used to 
drag logs from the gullies with my 4WD vehicle.

On 28 February 2015, a once in 100 years tornado cut through 
the area. Fortunately, it had split into fingers and spared our 
buildings but raced through our big gully and forest. Since then, 
ongoing clean-ups have worked on fallen and uprooted trees, 
some that had their canopies torn off with only trunks remaining, 
and others that were weakened and later collapsed. Dealing with 
this in the level paddocks has been possible but extricating timber 
from the gullies has been challenging.

A number of years back I had read a superb illustrated book 
documenting early pioneering horse loggers in the wilds of 
Tasmania. There were no roads, but they had excavated many 
miles of open troughs through the forest, along which a horse 
team in single file pulling a log that sat on a short bullet nosed 
steel cradle. I retained a good impression of what the unit 
comprised and how it worked. A few months ago, I had a good 
walk around my scrap steel piles and pulled out the main 
contenders; a cut down 45kg former LPG bottle and a pair of 
vintage truck bumperettes in crimped steel, 3mm thick and 
130mm wide.

The original gas tap coupling on the bottle was cut away, 
leaving a central hole at the bullet end of the vessel. Having 
assembled the cut down bottle and upturned bumperettes as 
skids on my workshop bench, I calculated that I could fabricate 
a lower flat frame to secure these together. Along with the skids 

Handy hints (cont’d)
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on either side of the gas bottle, this would form a completely 
flat base, which would slide along the ground surface. This flat 
frame is made of pieces of 90x6mm steel, with a section of strong 
rectangular hollow section (RHS) 75x25mm by 2.5mm thickness 
at the rear to act as a balancing outrigger to help keep this sled 
upright when being pulled. The idea is to keep the log in the 
cradle and flat on the ground, to prevent the log rolling over.

As I am generally working alone, I also devised a 3mm steel 
checker plate side ramp, fastened at an angle on the work side 
with a large slot adjacent in the bottle to drop in the leading 
hook of the chain. The method is to place the cradle at the front 
of the log and, using a cant hook, roll the log up the ramp and into 
the bottle, then secure with the chain that passes through the 
front central hole and back to the tow vehicle. This week, I pulled 
a few logs up to the max. 330mm diameter with my Skideroo and 
it worked a treat. I noticed that smaller chain links pull up tighter 
on the log and they are still mighty strong (6-8mm).

I use my 4WD to pull this unit in reverse gear; a brightly 
coloured webbing snatch strap gives me excellent visibility 
as I am pulling the sliding log. I was very impressed with the 
performance, and even when a ridge managed to flip the log and 
unit, it righted itself and continued on its desired path.

The tow vehicle
I decided to modify my 4WD unregistered farm workhorse so 

that I could work alone. In my scrap pile was a former Nissan ute 
rear bumper with step, only a little mangled! Dismantled and 
straightened, I made new brackets for the mountings and some 
90x90mm RHS box spacing to join to the front bumper brackets.

Everything was welded and installed with high strength bolts 
for maximum strength. I made an upper section of pipework from 
a van’s rear bumper, with some mesh infills to protect the front of 
the vehicle. Everything was reinforced with plates and square rod, 
then a mounting for the big eyelet/shackle was bolted through 
the new front bumper.

Wood splitting
When our wood splitter is set at vertical for the big buggers, 

the very small ex-factory base plate makes it difficult to 
manhandle the big logs, so I designed and fabricated this super 
base plate that drops in and surrounds the small central one.

Since the new plate has to sustain loads of 25 tonnes 
downforce, it had to be super strong and thus very heavy to 
move around, so I fitted it with all-weather wheels, which can 
be simply removed if further work space is needed.

The importance of a well sourced variety of recycled steel 
and steel objects for fabrication projects fuels the dream for 
homesteaders with metalworking and welding aptitude. 
Buying new steel is expensive and it will often be necessary to 
complete the job. As time goes on, regrettably, recycled steel is 
harder to find as sources dry up. It is always a thrill to complete 
one’s project in such materials, having a strong conservation/
environmental ethic. Furthermore it is most satisfying to build 
something useful, using recycled materials.	u

u	 Paradiso Arts
Stefan Nechwatal is an artist and self-confessed tinkerer. His home 
at Paradiso Arts features a gallery, workshop, sculpture courtyard and 
garden. Daylesford, Victoria.

03 5348 6600, www.paradisoarts.com.au



With a little help from my friends… one of the joys of owner building is the community spirit that develops. See page 92.

DREAM u PLAN u BUILD u SHARE

www.theownerbuilder.com.au

@theownerbuilder

9 770728 722003
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